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Trend Up 

"For Fashion Conscious Men"

What originally started as a freelancing stint for small-scale fashion events

and modeling shoots flourished into a full-fledged men's store in 2016.

The brainchild of Giovanni Centurione, or Gio as he is fondly called, Trend

Up is a haven for fashion forward men between the ages of 13 and 30. The

store carries a stylish line of men's apparel that ranges from tees, trousers

and slacks, to fedoras, socks and snapbacks. What's more, Trend Up is the

only store in West New York, and the first ever in the United States to

carry a collection of clothes by Emperor Apparel and DOPE. You will find

Trend Up's chic storefront in Downtown Buffalo's Market Arcade.

 +1 347 962 6162  www.trendupstore.com/  g_centurione@yahoo.com  617 Main Street, Market

Arcade, Buffalo NY
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Anna Grace 

"A Touch of Femininity"

Located on the corner of Elmwood Avenue in Elmwood Village, this cute

shop contains a treasure trove of apparels, accessories and beauty

products. Jointly owned by Joanne Dina and Gordon Scherer, Anna Grace

features an incredible mix of daily-wear styles, sourced from both talented

local designers, as well as renowned fashion brands. Find an eternally

stylish Matt & Nat Obi bag to go with a summery Los Angeles dress from

d.RA that looks like it was made just for you. Pair up the ensemble with

unique jewelry and a lingering perfume from the store.

 +1 716 332 7069  annagracebuffalo.tumblr.c

om/

 anna.grace@roadrunner.co

m

 799 Elmwood Avenue,

Buffalo NY
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Half & Half 

"Deacdes-old Women's Clothing Store"

Half & Half's inviting storefront, usually displaying effortlessly chic

womenswear, will catch your eye as you walk along the fashionable

stretch of Elmwood Avenue. Once you go in, you will be greeted by a

diverse array of women's apparel, jewelry and one-of-a-kind trinkets.

Having been a fashion staple in Buffalo for a better part of two decades,

Half & Half also promises incredible quality on top of its stylish designs. It

also makes for a great choice for gifting, and note that the wrapping is

complimentary!

 +1 716 881 4147  halfandhalf1088@gmail.com  1088 Elmwood Avenue, Buffalo NY
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Modern Nostalgia 

"Top Notch Fashion"

Modern Nostalgia is one of the best shopping stores located on the Hertel

Avenue. The store is known for stocking a decent collection of apparels

and accessories for both men and women. Tops, jeans, skirts, jackets and

hats ranging from moderate to expensive rates are available here. Goods

of popular brands like Collection, Coal, Alternative, Butter London and

more can be purchased from here. You will also always find a sales rack

here from which you can shop for some of these branded goods at a

budget price. If you want to dress yourself up with some trendy apparels

and accessories, then shopping from Modern Nostalgia can be a great

idea.

 +1 716 844 8435  www.shopmodnos.com/  shopmodnos@gmail.com  1382 Hertel Avenue, Buffalo

NY
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Allen Street Dress Shop 

"One-of-a-Kind Clothing"

Whether it's clothing from local designers or from as far away as Bali, this

Allentown shop stocks it for the woman with discerning tastes. The shop's

clothing lines are not only comfortable, they're unique. One of the top

local designer lines represented here is Flax, created by a woman working

out of her farmhouse in Ithaca, NY. Bali's Kusnadi produces individually-

styled and cut clothing with Indonesian accents and jewelry. There is a

second location in the Village of East Aurora.

 +1 716 883 0871  www.thedressshop.com/  dress@TheDressShop.com  89 Allen Street, (at Delaware

Avenue), Buffalo NY
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